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The Objective Questions:
1.The complexity of EMS and the

medical risks of bad hiring practices.

2. What risks are borne by EMS
agencies and providers?

3. The growing funding dilemma
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•Patient Assessment
•Airway
•ET Intubation
•The "Smart Bag"
•The "rescue airway“
•Capnography
•Avoiding overventilation
•CPAP
•ResQ Pod??
•Intraosseous
•12 Lead ECG
•ECG Transmission?
•Hypertonic Saline
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The three great risks

Airway Management
Safe Driving

Non-Transport



The acutely ill patient
is a helpless example

of the lives
that we have 

sworn to serve.
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…and remember……and remember…

…medics take an oath, 
on their honor…
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As we assess patients,
we must quickly determine
fundamental parameters

of their respiratory
and circulatory status
using standardized

examination practices
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The medical and 
ethical performance
of EM professionals
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•Innocence is over
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accountable for what they do
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“See what you see!”“See what you see!”

“People look, but they
don’t see”

…A. Fowler, Jr.
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The “art” of medicine
is missing from 

so many practitioners…

…are they not looking,
or have they lost interest?
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History Taking:
This seems to be a 
“lost black art” for

so many medical providers

What happened?
When?
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Major system symptoms?
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Duck!Duck!



Thoracic
Aneurysm
Thoracic

Aneurysm



Medics, by and large
are not necessarily
good “assessors”

of risk to the patient,
to themselves,

and to the service
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. . .the vital elements of the Primary Survey. . .the vital elements of the Primary Survey



Ouch!Ouch!



Possible airway problem?Possible airway problem?



Short of BreathShort of Breath



Ruptured DiaphragmRuptured Diaphragm





Blood pressure =Blood pressure =

Cardiac output  x 
Peripheral resistance
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What does a low
blood pressure mean?
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Central CyanosisCentral Cyanosis



What all could be wrong?What all could be wrong?
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Generally speaking:

The patient in 
circulatory collapse
suffers greatly from

positive pressure ventilation
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Do YOUR medics make a
judgment as to how fast

to bag your patients
who are critically ill?
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EMS No LoadEMS No Load





Paint GunPaint Gun
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Seat Belts Save Lives
A public health
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8,058,000
2,014,000

17%

1,778,000
15%

Impossible

EMS

Easy

Patients that need IVs - 11,850,000

IV Problems = 3,792,000 Patients

Difficult 

6.4 Million Patients (USA)6.4 Million Patients (USA)







So, we can now
get vascular access
on almost anybody
…at a price, though
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Management
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find providers

who can manage
such a condition?
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What are the problems?What are the problems?
1. The Unprepped Airway
2. Never got good initial training 
3. Deteriorating Skills
4. Patient Criticality
5. The Physiology of the 

Positioning of the Head
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Intubation in the hands of
many EMS professionals:
1. Over-manipulates the airway,
2. Causes aspiration
3. Causes prolonged hypoxia
4. Is a route for overventilation
5. Increases mortality 30%

in TBI Patients
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What did Wang find?What did Wang find?





Of 61 factors potentially related to ETI failure, multivariate logistic regression 
revealed the following significant covariates associated with ETI failure 
(odds ratio; 95% confidence interval; likelihood ratio p-value): 

presence of clenched jaw/trismus
(9.718; 95% CI = 4.594 to 20.558; p < 0.0001); 

inability to pass the endotracheal tube through the vocal cords 
(7.653; 95% CI = 3.561 to 16.447; p < 0.0001); 

inability to visualize the vocal cords 
(7.638; 95% CI = 3.966 to 14.707; p < 0.0001); 

intact gag reflex 
(7.060; 95% CI = 3.552 to 14.033; p < 0.0001); 

intravenous access established prior to ETI attempt 
(3.180; 95% CI = 1.640 to 6.164; p = 0.0005); 

increased weight (ordinal scale) 
(1.555; 95% CI = 1.242 to 1.947; p = 0.0001); 

electrocardiographic monitoring established prior to ETI attempt 
(0.199; 95% CI = 0.084 to 0.469; p = 0.0003). 



AirwayAirway
The King LTS-DThe King LTS-D
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Though the modern EMS system was instituted and 
funded in large part by the federal government 
through the Highway Safety Act of 1966 
and the EMS Act of 1973, 
federal support for EMS agencies 
declined precipitously in the early 1980s. 

Since that time, states and localities 
have taken more prominent roles 
in financing and designing EMS programs. 
The result has been considerable fragmentation 
of EMS care and wide variability 
in the type of care that is offered 
from state to state and region to region. 

Institute of Medicine Report on EMS 2007
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Ambulance service funding comes 
from five major sources: 

••Medicare reimbursement Medicare reimbursement 
••Insurance coverage Insurance coverage 
••PrivatePrivate-- or selfor self--pay pay 
••Medical AssistanceMedical Assistance
••Contract services. Contract services. 

Medicare is the largest of these, 
representing about forty percent 
of ambulance service revenue. 





Medicare has since its creation 
in 1965 been the American government's 
second-largest social program –
trailing closely behind Social Security. 

The origin of the system 
can be traced back to the 1960s, 
when President Lyndon B. Johnson 
declared the nation's "War on Poverty". 

http://www.janhoo.com/skole/university/medicare.html



“In 1965, Medicare
was predicted to cost
$26 billion in 2003;
the actual cost that
year was $245 billion.
Medicare’s unfunded
liability currently
hovers around
$40 trillion.”



The trustees estimate the 
fund for hospital bills 
in the Medicare program 
will run dry by 2019, 
seven years sooner than predicted 
last year, largely thanks to 
the new Medicare bill. 

Medicare has begunMedicare has begun
dipping into its trust funddipping into its trust fund
for the first time for the first time 

http://www.janhoo.com/skole/university/medicare.html



"Medicare's own trustees 
have confirmed what 
taxpayer advocates warned 
about all along."

John Berthoud, President, National Taxpayers Union



"A 35 percent increase in the 
drug plan's 10-year cost estimate, 
mounting evidence that employers 
will dump seniors' private coverage, 
and now [the] trustees' report 
all add up to an economic 
doomsday scenario that 
thoughtful policymakers 
can't ignore any longer." 

John Berthoud, President, National Taxpayers Union



“Medicare's finances have 
‘taken a major turn for the worse,’
according to the (Medicare) 
trustees' report (2004). 

The seven-year adjustment 
is the largest lurch toward 
projected insolvency 
in the program's 39-year history. “

Schatz T. Taxpayer Groups Sound Alarm in Wake of 
Trustees' Report on Medicare.  Budget & Tax News, 
May 1, 2004, The Heartland Institute. 



“Congressional efforts to 
reduce health care costs 
are failing miserably, 
meaning higher premiums 
for Medicare patients 
in the near future.”

Schatz T. Taxpayer Groups Sound Alarm in Wake of 
Trustees' Report on Medicare.  Budget & Tax News, 
May 1, 2004, The Heartland Institute. 



Moreover:

Most experts agree that there 
appears to be a national trend 

toward decreasing volunteerism 
and an increase in EMS personnel 

seeking paid careers. 



Emergency Medical Services (EMS) 
companies throughout Pennsylvania 

are severely understaffed, 
some dangerously close 

to not being able to quickly 
respond to 9-1-1 calls!!!
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http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/chs/rhpc/cah/rasstudy.htm

The Minnesota Study



59% volunteers59% volunteers
25% are full25% are full--time paidtime paid
BLS BLS avgavg 20, mostly volunteer20, mostly volunteer
ALS ALS avgavg 39, 39, ¾¾ paidpaid
Rural 77% volunteerRural 77% volunteer
Urban 54% paidUrban 54% paid

2/3 medics male2/3 medics male
41% female in rural EMS41% female in rural EMS
20% female in urban #MS20% female in urban #MS
18 18 –– 70+ years70+ years
Most 20 Most 20 –– 5050
Rural more likely >40 Rural more likely >40 yoyo
Paid staff less time on jobPaid staff less time on job
Rural staff more time on jobRural staff more time on job



Recruitment and Retention of Personnel:  
State of Minnesota, 2001 to present

EMTsEMTs and paramedics were asked why they volunteer, and paramedics were asked why they volunteer, 
how they view their work, as well as future involvementhow they view their work, as well as future involvement

* 36 percent wanted to help people 
or their community 

* 32 percent expressed a previous 
or current interest in medicine. 

* A sense of community pride 
and civic responsibility were clear. 

* Ninety-one percent of case study 
respondents agreed that being 
on the ambulance service was a 
good use of their time. 



Recruitment and Retention of Personnel:  
State of Minnesota, 2001 to present

Barriers to Recruitment and Retention Barriers to Recruitment and Retention 
* Nature of the work
* Changing demographics 
* Selective volunteerism
* “Invisibility” (the effects of HIPAA)
* Time and training demands (Initial and CE)
* Ongoing training (“too much”)
* High stress and menial tasks
* Fear of errors
* The need for high quality Medical Direction
* Employment concerns
* Compensation (no pay to $20/run to $12/hour)
* Retirement



Recruitment and Retention of Personnel:  
State of Minnesota, 2001 to present

Quality of Ambulances / Facilities Quality of Ambulances / Facilities 
* Air Quality
* Training facilities 
* Sleeping quarters
* Hazards



Recruitment and Retention of Personnel:  
State of Minnesota, 2001 to present

Hazards Hazards 
* Methamphetamine labs
* Blood borne pathogens
* Lack of protective clothing and equipment
* “Antique” PPE
* Chemicals carried by trucks and trains











5 Year Future Plans for MedStar Interviewees
(N = 189)
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We have to face the fact 
that medics in many cases,

perhaps most cases, 
will be “passing through”

the field enroute to 
other careers,

or parallel careers
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Our planning, 
as recruiters and staffers,
is to realize that this fact

must not be treated 
as a weakness but

rather as a strength
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“I think we should create a whole career 
track where after five years, the 
paramedic is guaranteed a slot in medical 
school, followed by a residency program 
in emergency medicine. It's career 
progression.”

Bruce Dubin, DO, JD
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
University of North Texas
Health Science Center
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Public call to service

Fire agencies
Other municipal firms
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AptitudeAptitude



Question:
Should someone be

recruited to EMS
in the absence of

aptitude?
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EMS is,
after all,

a great deal about
critical care 

medicine
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Given the topics
discussed, how

indeed do we
determine
aptitude?
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…given a
high school 
education,

and a modest 
number of

additional hours?
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Just how much
professionalism
can we expect 

from a 
minimum wage or

volunteer provider?

Just how much
professionalism
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Not honor….Not honor….



PROFESSIONALISMPROFESSIONALISM
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Background
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Medics
can’t just

start
working!
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can’t just
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The credentialing
process is 

very similar to that
in hospitals

The credentialing
process is 
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Staffing:
•Basic EMT

•EMT-I
•Secondary Medic

•Lead Secondary Medic
•Primary Medic
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•Initial Examination
•Passes off to Interviews

•Orientation
•Clearing for Medical Director

•Medical Director Test
•Field Internship
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MedStar Problems
•QA still not perfect
•Errors still happen

•Human nature
•20% below full staffing
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Intubation Success Rate
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15. IF ETT Intubation is unsuccessful after 
ONE attempt, insert a Combitube.
15. IF ETT 15. IF ETT IntubationIntubation is unsuccessful after is unsuccessful after 
ONE attempt, insert a ONE attempt, insert a CombitubeCombitube..
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ResultsResults

• 10% decrease in calls with advanced 
airway attempted

• 15% decrease in ETT attempts

• 113% increase in number of patients with 
Combitube attempted

• 146% increase in number of patients with 
Combitube attempt first
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Specific Recommendations
• Tax credits or exemptions 
for ambulance volunteers

• Avoid training for “training’s sake”
Used skills-based testing and training
(see Texas CCMP Program)

• Seek more efficient training methods
such as Internet and incorporate
specialized training into basic
refresher courses



• Build in longevity awards, especially
for volunteer services

• Build in incentives for retaining
paid personnel

• Pay an hourly training stipend



Strengthen involvement of
medical directors through all
appropriate groups:

* NAEMSP
* ACEP
* Family Physicians
* Surgeons



•Make exceptions (variances)
for staff members with children,
such as assisting with day care issues

•Include ambulance personnel
in health legislation analysis

•Support Federal EMS Legislation

•Support grant and loan programs
especially for rural EMS agencies



Consider Fee and Tax-related
strategies to assist EMS
agencies in need, especially
to cover salaries:  

Lottery or tax refund monies, 
for example



Regional and State agencies should:

•Help standardize accounting
•Help with training
•Help support struggling agencies
•Help support health care facilities

to support EMS agencies
•Work with regional communications
•Centralized ambulance repair support
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